OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT

NTPS Aboriginal Employee Forum
2017
Darwin 7-8 November 2017, Rydges Palmerston
The Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment (OCPE) hosted the third NTPS
Aboriginal Employee Forum in Darwin over two days on 7-8 November 2017 (first one held
in October 2016, second one held in Alice Springs on 31 May and 1 June 2017). The
Forum is a key initiative within the NTPS Indigenous Employment and Career
Development Strategy 2015-2020. The Forum was based on a workshop style to allow
participants the opportunity to provide input, feedback, and contribute to future
employment and career development initiatives for the whole NTPS.
From the 111 nominations received, 88 Aboriginal NTPS employees attended the Forum
from a range of agencies across the Territory. The Forum facilitated a series of workshops
on retention, career development and work/life balance as well as showcased
presentations from the Departments of the Chief Minister on Local Decision Making and
the Attorney-General and Justice on the NT Aboriginal Justice Agreement.
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Evaluation Respondents:
86.3%

Evaluations completed by (76) attendees

89.4%

(68) attendees would be interested in
attending the next Forum

There were a total of 88 attendees at the Forum; of these 76 completed the Evaluation
Form. The majority of respondents (68 out of 76) said they would be interested in
attending the next Forum.
Fifty two per cent of completed evaluations stated that overall, they found the Forum to be
‘excellent’ compared to 41 per cent who found it ‘good’ and 7 per cent found it ‘satisfactory’
as displayed in the following graph.

Forum Overall

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Some positive comments from the evaluations:
 “Good opportunity to get together and discuss other experiences within government. Able to






relate to other employees stories. Good to network”.
“I enjoyed that everyone took time to listen and answer freely”.
“Networking opportunities were good/great and that the Commissioner attends and speaks with
everyone”.
“Knowing that OCPE are there supporting staff in a fantastic way”.
“The presentation on the AECD update and elements of the Special Measures policy
presentation was also very informative and a good way to start the forum off”.
“Thank you for an inspiring, informative, energetic 2 days. Keep up the good work”.

Photo: Hon Michael Gunner
(Chief Minister)

Photo: Craig Allen
(Commissioner, OCPE)

Photo: Camille Lew Fatt
(Director, AECD)
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Attendees Workplace Location
Aboriginal employees who attended the Forum came from Alice Springs, Borroloola,
Katherine, Batchelor, Nhulunbuy and Darwin.
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Attendees Classifications
The attendees who participated in the Forum ranged from AQF3C (trainee) to ECO2 and
included various streams (Administrative, Professional and Technical). The highest
numbers represented by attendees were at the AO6 level.
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Agencies Represented
The attendees who participated in the Forum were represented by 13 NT Government
Agencies with the highest number of 17 from Territory Families.
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The 2017 ATSI Forum Experience
As illustrated in the graph below, evaluation respondents perceived an overall high quality
of the Forum.
The initial recommendation from the first Darwin Forum held in 2016 was to increase the
Forum from one to two days. A majority of the participants have stated that they strongly
agree/agree that the length is sufficient. The workshop topics delivered were based on
previous feedback from the evaluations, some comments are as follows:




“The workshops were very beneficial. I learnt new info and it is good to hear that
recommendations are being followed up”.
“Valuable info around Special Measures and career development”.
“Found each workshop to be very productive”.

The topic of the speakers was
interesting and relevant
The workshop topics were of high
interest
The duration of the workshops were
sufficient
The Forum met the purpose in
attending
The length of the Forum (2 days)
was sufficient
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Strongly Disagree
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Presentations:
Sharing My Story was presented by Phil Brown, General Manger Workforce and
Partnerships, CatholicCare NT. Phil shared his employment journey, spanning over thirty
years whilst working in the Public and Private Sectors. Phil’s journey was an inspiring story
with plenty of photos and words of wisdom, “Don’t be afraid of challenges and move
around”, “Come out of your comfort zone” and “Enjoy your work”. One of the evaluation
comments made was “I found Phil Brown’s presentation quite inspirational, particularly
taking on challenges and not succeeding and peer/mates pressure. More speakers like
Phil would be great”.

Photo: Phil Brown
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The following presentations were delivered by representatives from various agencies and
organisations providing information on their respective areas:

Fiona Roche, A/Director and Melanie Campbell,
Support Officer from the Public Sector Appeals and
Grievance Reviews Division within OCPE presented
information on Special Measures; why do we need
Special Measures, Special Measures Recruitment
Plans and various statistics.
Photo: Fiona Roche & Melanie Campbell
(OCPE)

Robert (Bo) Carne - Director, Local Decision Making,
Department of the Chief Minister (DCM) presented
information on the Local Decision Making Policy Initiative
and how DCM will coordinate with Northern Territory
Government (NTG) departments to develop a Local
Decision Making regional policy framework.
Photo: Robert (Bo) Carne (DCM)

Nicole Hurwood – Deputy Chief Executive Territory
Families, presented information on her agency and shared
a story of her own journey as well as an Aboriginal
employee from Alice Springs Dorrelle Anderson-Hanley.
Photo: Nicole Hurwood (Deputy CE, TF)

Wayne Kurnorth, Kadeja James and Alma Hanna;
Members from United Voice and One Mob Unions NT
presented information on “your voice in the bush” and
supporting members working in communities.

Photo: Wayne Kurnorth, Kadeja James &
Alma Hanna (United Voice and One
Mob Unions NT)

Leanne Liddle - Director Aboriginal Justice Unit,
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice
presented information on the Aboriginal Justice
Agreement, NT Crime Statistics and the Alternative to
Prison Model.
Photo: Leanne Liddle (DAGJ)
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Workshop Ratings

Retention

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Ninety three per cent of completed evaluations stated the Retention workshop was
excellent/good as displayed in the above graph and the following are some comments:
 “Understanding and improvements of retention, and how to approach in a better outcome”.
 “Personally I would like to have more time to discuss career development and retention”.
 “I think having Aboriginal Employee Forums are valuable and are very important to Aboriginal
Staff and have the potential to contribute to improve retention”.
 “Great presenter but more focus on strategies for retention”.

Photo: Camille Lew Fatt (OCPE/AECD)

Photo: Retention workshop
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Career Development

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Eighty per cent of completed evaluations stated the Career Development workshop was
excellent/good as displayed in the above graph. There was a poor rating (1%) for this
workshop and was based on the comment “Great presenter but information was not new”.
Compared to the first Forum in 2016, there is an improvement with less numbers of
employees being unsure or not stating they have a career plan in place:
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There is still a need to ensure this number increases so that every Aboriginal employee
has a Career Development Plan in place by 2020. Through workshops like this and
communicating with staff to take ownership and to start the conversations with their
managers to put one in place. Some comments are as follows:
 “Enjoyed the Career Development workshop, and networking”.
 “Career – maybe a focus on ‘career pathways’ and how to get these/what to do to achieve this”.
 “Regarding the workshop it was a good forum to get the suggestions and ideas (butcher paper)
from the participants however I think the participants were expecting a workshop that developed
their skills”.

Photo: Career Development Workshop
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Work/Life Balance

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Did not attend

Work/Life Balance is a new workshop incorporated in this year’s Forum and was perceived
well with eighty three per cent of the completed evaluations stating it was excellent/good.
The information covered in the workshop was defining work/life balance, typical work-life
time split, life balance self-coaching exercise, exploring how agencies help or hinder
work/life balance, how an agency could make changes in order to improve work/life
balance, flexible workplace practices, flexible work agreements, discounted health
insurance, employee assistance programs and superannuation.
Some comments that came through on the evaluation forms were the following:
 “Enjoyed the work-life balance workshop and the resources that are available”.
 “Hearing more about our rights and things we can access as NTPS staff, e.g. health assistance,
leave options”.

Photo’s: Various (Work/Life Balance Workshop)
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What did you enjoy most about the Forum?
When employees were asked what they enjoyed most about the Forum, there was a good
mix but once again networking came out on top. There was a variety of comments that
employees made on the specific areas, which were the following:
 “Meeting new people and hearing their stories. Seeing the talent out there”.
 “Information sharing, networking, connecting with former colleagues, colleagues who work in my




















department but whom I never had an interaction with”.
“The guest speaker, the inspirational stories: networking”.
“Connecting with other Indigenous staff and seeing what issues they were facing and having a
safe place to ask questions”.
“Being with other Aboriginal public servants. Getting feedback from OCPE achievements and
exciting new initiatives”.
“Open discussions – hearing about other employee’s difficulties and advice. Also that Craig
Allen participated for the entirety of the workshop”.
“Meeting people; table set out and numbering; venue; topics were great and to hear their
expansion”.
“The three breakout session and the unions talk”.
“Great MC facilitator”.
“Discussions – open floor”.
“The network and the fact that Aboriginal people are developing the Aboriginal/Indigenous
Career Development Strategy for Aboriginal people”.
“Work/life balance and retention workshop”.
“The opportunity to network, create new professional relationships”.
“Presentation by One Mob who spoke with passion and purpose”.
“The guest speakers like Leanne Liddle”.
“Making connections – realising workplace challenges/adversity is relevant to all of us”.
“Meeting new mob, from different agencies and cultures; having Craig Allen at the forum for 2
days”.
“The Commissioner attending”.
“Sharing my story – Phil Brown”.
“The room (random table) set up was great. I enjoyed getting to know other people I had not
met before”.
“It was all good. Great topics, great guest speakers. Very informative”.

Photo: Craig Allen (Commissioner, OCPE)

Photo: Jason Elsegood (MC)
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What did you least enjoy about the Forum?
There were various comments made and it has been duly noted to reduce the guest
speaker times, more interaction in groups and the need to send out the forum agenda in
advance, so employees can decide if the next forum is for them:
















“Guest speakers – some were a little lengthy in their presentation”.
“Guest speakers – some info was beneficial and some I feel did not meet my expectations”.
“I didn’t really get much out of the Career Development workshop”.
“The food; a bit cold in the room sometimes”.
“The length of speakers, could always add in another workshop and just limit them to a 20 min”.
“The speaker could have been louder. Couldn’t hear much”.
“Union presentation. Union information is important, but I think the presentation style missed the
mark. Especially compared to the quality of the other presentations”.
“Not enough reading material to take home/refer to”.
“Not meeting/knowing other participant’s background/area of employment”.
“Not new information for me. Not what I was hoping/thinking the forum was about”.
“I felt like no outcomes were achieved and that I didn’t add value to any important initiatives”.
“The repeat of previous topics from the last forum”.
“Presentation after presentation (in the first day), by the time we got to the final speaker I was
like I was losing interest for sitting and listening for so long”.
“Not enough group interaction”.
“The forums Aims and Objectives were not clear”.

What topics would you suggest for the next Forum?
Many of the following topics were suggested for the next forum and there was one main
theme that was consistent and that was for information on mental health:
 “How to grow/development in the workforce such as senior management/building












confidence/how to promote self in a good way”.
“Strategic planning – workshop the Indigenous strategy across NTG, potential department
issues – e.g. bullying, etc. and have OCPE acknowledge and input/provide this to agency
CEO’s”.
“Superannuation; can and can’t do! Any financial advice, tax, etc”.
“Same/mental health, first aid, team building info session or something that related to looking
out for ourselves and colleagues”.
“Sessions targeted to specific skills development, e.g. advocating/negotiating with leaders with
influence”.
“Mental Health”.
“Support services for staff, dealing with difficult management, mental and spiritual health, team
building, more on career progression and study”.
“Retirement. Becoming financially able – superannuation, wills, APSBS. Succession planning”.
“Alcohol and other drugs, mental health”.
“Secondment/temporary mobility opportunities”.
“Mental Health, CDU University – Study options and offers, Social justice”.
“Special Measures as a workshop”.
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 “How to deal with unsupportive managers”.
 “Retention – Engagement and Support, Mentoring, Career Development – tie more in CLF and



















on time assessment available”.
“Mental Health, Q + A”.
“Racism and how to deal with it in the workplace”.
“Shorter workshops and more workshops more choice. Topics would be what cultural
competency training is required – how do we manage workloads, personality tests, entitlements,
job applications”.
“More on career pathways and motivation/job satisfaction”.
“Maybe some guest speakers from CDU and Batchelor Institute to talk about availability of short
courses – invite RTO’s to set up information stalls”.
“Understanding of my HR and entitlements”.
“Some managers/ministers should attend for some of the time – maybe when the facilitators are
sharing about some of the challenges we face”.
“ACAP training, mentoring, managing and HR policy and procedures”.
“Mentoring and mentees program”.
“Mental Health, Cross Cultural – did enjoy the other workshops I found value in them still”.
“AEO Register and more on development of the career health, also budgeting your finance/how
to budget”.
“Mental Health/Health – ageing workforce/retirement (How do I plan for it?)”.
“Motivation speaker”.
“More story telling”.
“Mentor – what is it? How to do it”.
“I thought it was very well structured and provided a lot of useful information”.
“Topics I would suggest for the next time is the Special Measures topic again – however maybe
a really short presentation on the statistics and then move onto a dialogue/debate set up, where
maybe we have panel members to discuss the policy, positives, negatives etc. Be great to have
the Commissioner as one of the panellists, CEO of a department and maybe some Aboriginal
employees. It was obvious that we still need to strengthen peoples understanding of this policy,
both Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal people. If we are going to advocate for these
changes then we all need to be armed with the same key messages to deliver when we are
forced to defend and justify these policies”.

Recommendations for Future
There was a range of comments/suggestions to take into consideration for future Forums
and they are as follows:











“Possibly have a panel discussion with CEOs and/or Minister”.
“Special Measures – needs to promote benefits/good stories”.
“Less time for guest speaking and more time in workshops as more discussion and
ideas came from this”.
“Open discussion should be at end of first day to allow for follow up if needed on
Day 2”.
“I liked that the forum wasn’t in town”.
“Can we get copies of presentations at the next forum”?
“More Aboriginal leaders presenting, plus good news stories rather than the
negative e.g. Indigenous educator of the year, NT young achiever of the year”.
“Keep the Palmerston venue – away from town”.
“Don’t pick on significant day such as Melbourne Cup”.
“My Story – Frances Turner, Department of Health”.
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“Have HR attend the next Forum”.
“I would like to see more in-depth presentation and Q & A time around fully
understanding Special Measures”.
“I would like to receive hard copies of the power point presentations delivered so I
have resources to refer back to”.
“Sharing My Story: Meg Friel, Juanita Jones, Wendy Ludwig”.
“More breakout sessions including Special Measures so they can explain their
process on how they view applications and what check points they have if any”.
“Training organisations invited to set up information desk to display what’s available
to NTG employees for personal/career development, etc”.
“Sharing Stories – nominated for next forum (Greg Williams PWC)”.
“Sharing our story – Maxine Austin, Jenifer Hampton”.
“Have departments share success stories around Indigenous employment and
growth”.
“Consider an Indigenous entrepreneur as motivational speaker”.
“Panel of young Indigenous people (their future, university age, high school age)”.
“Invite Indigenous MLAs (Ngaree AhKit, Selina Uibo, Ken Vowles) present at the
2018 forum”.
“Story teller presenter: John AhKit – to set the scene”.
“The Australian Public Sector Departments (Federal) such as Human Services;
what are they doing that work/doesn’t work”.

Participants Recommendations to OCPE:
1. Send out Forum agenda when nominations open.
2. Invite the Chief Minister or Minister for Public Employment to open and address
each Forum.
3. Invite Aboriginal MLAs to present in their own region
4. Continue to hold the Forum out of the CBD.
5. Invite Aboriginal guest speakers to share their journey/career in the NTPS.
6. Invite Training organisations to set up information desk to display what’s available
to NTG employees for personal/career development.
7. Invite an agency from the APS to share what they are doing that works/doesn’t work
8. Continue to have a networking event after one of the forum days
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